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About This Content

Three new episodes "Iron Wall", "A Town of Memories" and "The Nameless Ones" will be added to your Survey Mission.

*This product is included in Episode All Set which contains all 9 episodes. Be careful not to make multiple purchases of the
same item.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version.
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Title: Attack on Titan - Episode 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10

Processor: Core i7 870 2.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: Pixel Shader 3.0 over 3D Accelerator chip , VRAM 1GB over

English,French,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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Pleasantly surprised by this game concidering the reviews that I was reading.
As far as the actual game was concerned, its not the worst simulator I've played, but definatly not the best.

For first, the thing that I didn't like and slightly annoyed me was the fade to black, mission title, fade to game whenever I
reached an area where it had to load something, once or twice sure, but it was getting really repetative.

Besides that I can't really fault this game
7\/10. I really enjoyed this game . It took a little practice to get the timing of the controls . I liked the stories for the missions ,
liked the music . I thought the game was funny .. A poignant story about a young man Elliott who is paralysed with fear on
undertaking a long journey. A place I'm sure many of us have been in. Strangely enough, I am discerning whether to do a course
and am procrastinating over it!
This story is about the effects and consequences of our decisions. Very relevant to daily life. This short VN only took me 30
minutes, but well worth the time. Good dialogue and visuals. Music wasn't intrusive. I recommend this!. More of an acquired
taste, very difficult and hard to progress. Good Luck.. Very fun mission. It is extremely frustrating and very challenging and
after about four attempts, I still couldn't complete it. I somewhat like the twist in starting in Modern Times and having to
optimistically rapidly expand your economy while being careful. The tasks you have to complete are doable, but anything can
screw you up as the mission task is very fragile. I recommend it for the challenge.

I like the building in this DLC, a nice small addition.

I haven't touched any other parts of the DLC.

For the first four DLC of Tropico 5, this has probably the best challenge. I purchased this DLC for $2.40 on sale and I
recommend it at that price, but at $3.99, I wouldn't purchase it. 7\/10

----

Thanks for reading my review! If you like my reviews and care to read more, feel free to join Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/AntwogReviews

If you have questions comment below or post in Antwog's Analysis (Reviews) general discussion page. If you liked it, give it a
rating.. This game scratches a particular itch, which was bothering me since Stellar Impact. Simple but enjoyable, 'just one more
mission' type. Some room for polishing remains, but generally a well executed and rarely visited concept. Recommended.
One of the features I would REALLY love to see here is remapping controls, though.. This extra content helps you unlock the
RollerSkates and the Inflatable Insoles. The RollerSkates are nice to have if you are into melee combat and like to move around
fast. To become really hard to hit with the skates isn't hard if your are the smallest body type. The Inflatable Insoles help you
jump to new heights and give you that extra boost when jumping. This downloadable content is good to have if you want to get
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ahead of the competition.
You can skip buying this and buy these items with in-game money. This just gives it to you early, I recommend it if you want to
speed things up.. PLEASE ENABLE MAC VERSION THANK YOU. Well, IMO you REALLY need someone to play this
with, Mic encouraged, and a good ammount of immaturity helps!

whens the other decks getting ported over?
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Experimental & artistic puzzles; Every level have number of cells to rearrange into a target structure by limited several moves.

Solve your way to the final stages and you'll be filled with mental accomplishment.

+++ Graphics & Atmosphere of the game are crazy marvelous.
++ Smart level Ideas.

- The only negative point; there is little explanation on the beginnings.. Its a management game with a nice artstyle and some
really dark themes, also the path towards the true ending is long and repetitive so its definetely not for everyone, but If you can
look past those imperfections this is a truly nice and unique game.

Its also short (4 hours to get 20+ achievements, like 8 to repeat everything over and over again until you get the true ending) and
the management side is extremely simple and honestly not that engaging, but It has its own charm that made it worthwhile, but
maybe not "full price worthwhile".

 Recommended but only on sale . 10/10 would eat♥♥♥♥♥♥again. I played this game for one hour, so It may be good later.
But, I don't have the patience. This game could be named "The errand boy simulator" because the only thing I did was to go
fetch whatever anybody wanted, and even that was linear. I quit when the guy sent me to bring him some soup for lunch.
Is this really necessary? Can't you start the game with something interesting?

And user interface is lacking. You should add some shortcuts for (I)nventory, (Q)uests, (E)quipement... instead of going through
the menu using arrow keys every time. The same goes for guess the number mini-game. It could be simple as write number,
press enter, write number... But no, it is write number, press down, press submit, press up, backspace backspase, write number...

. Creepy as hell.
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